Absence:

- Sumin*
- Goody
- Xiaoyue*
- Steven
- Brynna
- Hayley*
- Lisa*

*denotes excused.

Tardy:

*denotes excused.

**NH Renovations:** Kitchen renovations are happening. Everything in kitchen, maisonette, kitchen closet needs to move.

**Summer Storage:** We get a room, Caitlin needs to e-mail Mike about it. Actually we get two rooms, one to deal with the overflow from kitchen renovations.

**Officer Reports:**

- **President Caitlin:** Nothing additional
- **VP Rashed:** REX/CPW – CPW was within budget. CPW went really well, some people wanted to apply to French House. “Can you apply to French House without applying to New House in general?” – lots of spots for volunteers were filled, thank you all very much for helping
- **Tresorier Caitlin/Luisa:** Receipts a bit backed up sorry about that
- **Food Stewards Abby & Sarah:** We are stewarding the food. Always helpful if you give general amounts of what you want for menus rather than vague
- **Secretaire Adam:** Website has been updated, yay!
- **REX Chairs:** REEEEEEEEEEX
- **Sports Andy & Steven:** Volleyball game tomorrow at 9. Come if you have time.
- **Social Caitlin:** We will have social events at some points (study breaks before finals, yay food!)
- **Education Sasha:** Word of the day is happening. Sasha wants to do a movie night; let her know when available.
- **Tech Chair Jacob:** Technology. Fixed kitchen speakers, might try to make multiple devices work with TV
- **Environment Mary & Kelly:** We have new plants but they haven’t germinated yet. We have new plants in the Maisonette, Sarah planted them (thank you!).
- **NH Rep Kelly:** Moving for summer, kitchen renovations. Want feedback on (1) NH maker space – down past laundry room, ask desk for code. Were thinking of getting Next House/Macgregor in on it. Want show of hands as to whether or not to allow Next House into Maker Space. Real question: do we want to share Maker space with Macgregor.
  Anna asks: do we have any data on how the space is used currently?
  Rashed: Not very frequently.
  Sarah: will also have EE stuff potentially, with money from other dorms, nice new tools/equipment (Jacob is excited)
  Other point from Kelly: social events and study breaks! We should have them! NH social chairs/Kelly can give you study break funding from NH if you set up study break with other dorms. Kelly arranging one with German House
- **GRT Rebecca:** Very windy tonight, be careful if going out
  We have eggs and sharpies, decorate them
  GRT money will be used for dinner ingredients/stuff during finals week. There will be leftover money – if you have ideas let her know
  Kelly/Sarah: NH will do a finals dinner on May 16, sponsored by Chick-Fil-A
Other Stuff: NH security team made courtyards part of the building, which is nice. Guest-list policy to be voted on this Thursday. Any comments should be directed to Kelly who is the NH rep from French House. There is a proposal to open New House to all MIT students.
Andrei: So far anyone could enter New House without any check-in because of protocol. I think that absence of guest-list is terrible, don’t want to let just anyone into New House because of security reasons. Elizabeth: I like McCormick’s system – they just keep track of everyone who goes into the building. They don’t verify that you’re on a guest-list…depends on who’s working desk.

Andrei: difference is number of entrances; they can make sure that guests can only enter via front desk; security guard can verify who you are; there will be intercoms at side entrances.
Kelly: Security is happening; WILL have control over who is coming in by side entrances; that is out of our control. Security commission did a good job with at least keeping a number of entrances open.
New House security worker takes you through 5 second verification process when you enter by side entrance. This we CANNOT change; MIT has instated this policy.

Senior Brunch: Seniors leave. Senior Brunch happening May 17 at 11 am. May be pushed later (to noon or something). Underclassmen WILL cook and clean for that. Food stewards + Caitlin will put up a list for things to make, you can sign up things you want to make, they’ll make a menu. Dress nicely. Other thing is senior toast – we give each senior a gift and a toast. For freshman: toast is just a speech to a specific senior, you say nice things about said senior. Those toasting know who they’re toasting.